
Why did both sides agree to a deal in 2014, after years of delay?
The time was ripe: With the European energy market stagnant or declining, Russia regarded tapping into 
the Chinese market as essential to its export diversification goals. For China, the main driver was air pollution, 
which reached catastrophic levels in 2013 because of unprecedented smog. Responding to public demands, 
China’s government had strongly supported an energy shift 
toward natural gas. For Russia, the deal was driven both by 
economic and, especially in the final phase, political needs. 
Under pressure following the Ukraine crisis, Moscow regards 
an alliance with China as politically vital. And for economic 
reasons intimately tied to domestic stability, the gas deal 
was crucial even before. The deal gives Beijing an important 
geostrategic advantage by reducing its reliance on sea-lanes 
dominated by the US Navy. But most important, China clinched 
the deal expecting that it will bring economic benefits. 
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The $400 billion gas deal that Beijing and Moscow signed last May was not a surprise. Talks between Gazprom and the 
China National Petroleum Corporation (CNPC) had been going on for a decade. Although the Ukraine crisis was a major 
factor, the deal is best understood as a response not to Western sanctions but to powerful economic drivers in place well 
before the annexation of Crimea. Barring unlikely events, the Sino-Russian energy relationship is poised to strengthen.
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Who got what?
China got a very good deal: Russia wanted China to pay the same price as Europe for gas, at $380.50 per 
thousand cubic meters (tcm). China refused. Since discussions began with Russia, China has found alternative 
partners, most notably Turkmenistan, which supplies China with gas at around $350 per tcm. Time began to run 
out for Russia. While the estimated price of $350 per tcm is not as good as CNPC had expected, it is significantly 
lower than the $380 per tcm that Gazprom originally demanded. It is also likely that the agreement involved 
upstream concessions to China, particularly considering that over the past ten years, China has strengthened 
its position in the gas market.
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Should we expect a larger Sino-
Russian political alliance?
No: While some analysts see the deal portending a 
military-political alliance, the evidence suggests this 
is unlikely. Neither side is ready to restrict its national 
interests or forgo its sovereignty in key decision-
making. As China’s influence grows, Russia could 
end up seeing Beijing as a rival as much as a partner. 
Putin is intent on maintaining Russian influence in 
Central Asia, where China is the long-term challenger. 
Because he fears being seen as China’s vassal, Russia 
is diversifying its eastern ties toward Vietnam, South 

Korea, and the broader Asia-Pacific region. If current trends continue, we can expect China to increase its 
dependence on Russia’s gas and Russia to shift the orientation of its energy infrastructures and economies to 
the East. That said, we should not discount Moscow’s continued reliance on western energy markets. For all 
its bluster, Russia is still more dependent on Europe than Europe is dependent on Russia. And while growing, 
Sino-Russian trade amounted to $90 billion in 2013, compared to $410 billion in annual trade between Russia 
and the European Union.
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What are the energy implications for North America, Europe, and Asia?
Gas consumers in Asia are the biggest winners: The deal puts downward pressure on LNG prices in East Asia, 
where they are generally the highest in the world. By agreeing on 38 bcm of piped gas annually from Russia, 
China has heated up competition in the international LNG markets. This could negatively impact Canadian 
and US producers, which are eager to capitalize on high Asian gas prices by exporting surplus gas. Finally, 
Russia gains an upper hand in pipeline politics over Europe by engaging with an alternative partner. 
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